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Where Your
Dreams Take Flight
Turkish Civil Aviation has entered a rapid growth trend since the beginning of 2000’s. As a
natural result of this development, a select group of captain pilots, who dedicated themselves
to aviation, have foreseen that the need for pilots would increase and established AYJET Flight
Training Organization in 2005.
The mission
of AYJET is to
provide high quality
pilot training to
fulfil evolving
pilot requirements of airline
companies, through team spirit
and dedication to success with
no compromise on safety. The
vision of AYJET is to become
the most preferred and revered
Flight Training Organization
all over the World. When we
departed with this vision once,
the necessity of action to be
taken, automatically comes with
perfection.
In AYJET, qualified administrative
personnel and theoretical
knowledge instructors have
been working nearby the in
depth airline experienced pilots.
Besides teaching the necessary
knowledge and skills, AYJET
strives for candidate pilots to
further their aviation culture
and discipline. In other words,
not only to be a pilot but also to
be an airman as well. AYJET
is driven to ensure that airline
companies who hire AYJET
graduated pilots find them
adequately trained. With its
experienced, knowledgeable
and specialized staff, AYJET not
only complied with flight training
standards, but also improves the
standard and implementations
which have been set by national
and international authorities.

This allows AYJET to increase its
quality of training continuously.
AYJET aimed at creating
standard not only to follow.
Flight records and maintenance
of aircraft are carried out with
precision and all flight and
maintenance programs are
managed and monitored by
the software program, Flight
Academy Management System
(FAMS), developed by AYJET
itself.
Flight safety is paramount at
AYJET. With an outstanding
safety record, AYJET envisions
on maintaining its zero accident
program. AYJET Safety
Management and Compliance
Monitoring Department ensures
flight safety by implementing
Safety Management System,
according to national and
international regulations
and performing compliance
monitoring program for flight
training and aircraft maintenance
activities, as well as by keeping
relevant company documents
up-to-date with international and
national legislations.
It is a great honour and
happiness for AYJET Flight
Training Organization to be
evaluated as winner of 2017 by
aviation training and flight safety
in Turkey by Winner Review. To
deserve such an award gives
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the feeling of proud and proves
that we are on the right track. At
the same time, this success is
regarded as a great responsibility
for the AYJET family. One of the
reasons behind our success, is to
work with people who are expert
in their field and we provide them
a warm, welcoming environment
which they can feel happy and
peaceful. Every AYJET personnel
feels themselves as a member
of AYJET family and the level
of belonging is always highest.
Our aim is to provide happiness
and satisfaction for all our staff,
students and alumni pilots.
AYJET conducts its theoretical
training in English and in a
contemporary atmosphere
by knowledgeable and well
experienced theoretical
knowledge instructors. AYJET
has a fleet consisting of 19
Diamond DA-20 SEP, three
Diamond DA-42 Twinstar
aircrafts, conveniently located
at Hezarfen Airport making it an
appropriate training environment
away from İstanbul’s congested
air traffic.
For synthetic training, AYJET has
three flight simulators FNPT II
and one of them simulates two
different aircraft which are SEP
and Turboprop Beech King Air
B200, which is convenient to
Multi Crew Coordination (MCC)
Training as well.

Although Turkey is not a member
of EU and EASA, AYJET gives
pilot training which is accordance
with EASA standard and any
additional requirements is not
needed to convert Turkish CPL/
IR license to EASA license.
As well as national students,
AYJET has international
students from Germany, France,
Netherlands, Belgium, Japan,
Spain, South Korea.
Especially after this meaningful
award, AYJET hopes that
international awareness
will increase and that more
international students will be
accepted.
Because of AYJET’s high
qualified training, AYJET
has started collaboration
with Ozyegin University, one
of Turkey’s distinguished
universities, in pilotage training
in 2012. All flight trainings of
Ozyegin University pilotage
license degree program students
are given by AYJET.
In addition, AYJET started
another collaboration with
Turkish Airlines in pilotage
training in 2015 and has been
providing pilots training for
Turkish Airlines pilot candidates
on behalf of Turkish Airlines.
AYJET has completed 30,800
hours of flight in the last year and
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has reached the capacity of 150
graduated pilots annually.
Pilots who have graduated
from AYJET are selected by
airline companies, due to their
outstanding knowledge and
flight skills. Furthermore, positive
feedback received by these
airline companies continues to
inspire and make the AYJET
team proud. Since the day that
AYJET was founded, 791 airline
pilots have been trained in 12
years. 664 of AYJET alumni
pilots have started to work on
different airline companies.
AYJET alumni employment rate
is 84%. AYJET Alumni pilots fliy
in national airline companies
such as Turkish Airlines,
Pegasus, SunExpress etc.
Recently, AYJET alumni pilots
have started flying on global
airways such as Emirates, Qatar
Airways and Etihad Airways.
AYJET has earned an honest
and respectful reputation until
now. We will be continuing to
work consistently in order to take
our success to an even higher
level.
Regarding your needs of flight
training AYJET will be your
personal consultant and solution.

As AYJET our motto is: “AYJET,
where your dreams take flight”
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